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Abstract 

It is a long established convention that the relationship between sounds and meanings of words is 

essentially arbitrary – typically the sound of a word gives no hint of its meaning. However, there 

are numerous reported instances of systematic sound-meaning mappings in language, and this 

systematicity has been claimed to be important for early language development. In a large-scale 

corpus analysis of English, we show that sound-meaning mappings are more systematic than 

would be expected by chance. Furthermore, this systematicity is more pronounced for words 

involved in the early stages of language acquisition and reduces in later vocabulary development. 

We propose that the vocabulary is structured to enable systematicity in early language learning to 

promote language acquisition, whilst also incorporating arbitrariness for later language in order 

to facilitate communicative expressivity and efficiency. 

 

 

 

 

  



One of the central “design features” of human language is that the relationship between the 

sound of a word and its meaning is arbitrary1,2; given the sound of an unknown word it is not 

possible to infer its meaning. Such a view has been the conventional perspective on vocabulary 

structure and language processing in the language sciences throughout much of the last century 

(see Perniss, Thompson, & Vigliocco3 for review). Since de Saussure’s1 notion of the 

arbitrariness of the sign, such a property has been assumed to be a language universal property, 

and has even assumed a definitional characteristic: According to Hockett2, for instance, a 

communication system will not count as a language unless it demonstrates such arbitrariness. In 

contrast, throughout most of human intellectual history4,5, the sound of a word was often 

assumed to directly express its meaning, a view recently revived in studies exploring sound-

symbolism6,7,8. So, is spoken language arbitrary or systematic? 

Sound-meaning mappings may be non-arbitrary in two ways9. First, through absolute 

iconic representation where some feature of the language directly imitates the referent, as in 

onomatopoeia. For example, incorporating the sound that a dog makes into the sign for the sound 

itself (i.e., woof woof) is one example of this absolute iconicity. Second, the sound-meaning 

mapping could be an instance of relative iconicity, where statistical regularities can be detected 

between similar sounds and similar meanings though these may not be restricted to imitative 

forms3. In this case, the iconicity is not transparent, but is generally only observable once 

knowledge of the sound-relationships and meaning-relationships is determined. An example of 

this is for certain phonoaesthemes6, such as sl- referring to negative or repellent properties (e.g., 

slime, slow, slur, slum). Other phonoaesthemes may indeed represent absolute iconicity (such as 

sn- referring to the nose via onomatopoeic properties of its functions), and there is debate about 

which phonoaesthemes are indeed absolute or relative in their iconicity. Nevertheless, in the 



literature, both of these forms of iconicity have been referred to as systematicity in sound-

meaning mappings, to contrast with arbitrariness. In spoken language it is not clear that absolute 

iconicity could occur without relative iconicity. In the case of onomatopoeia, for instance, the 

iconic relationship between the actual sound the animal makes and the linguistic sign carries 

some relationship to the nature of the beast (front vowels are more likely in words for small 

animals’ calls than large animals’ calls, compare cheep cheep for chicks versus roar for a lion). 

Hence, such instances of absolute iconicity are likely to be reflected in relative sound similarity 

measures. 

Arbitrariness of form-meaning mappings introduces a profound cost for learning: as the 

mapping between the sign and its referent has to be formed anew for each word, knowing all the 

other words in the vocabulary does not assist in learning a new word. Besides the cost for 

processing and learning of the language, to Renaissance scholars the absence of apparent 

systematicity between form and meaning was seen as an offensive property of language4. 

Arbitrariness was interpreted in terms of the story of the Tower of Babel, in which a previously 

globally understood language was confounded through divine intervention. There are numerous 

accounts of scholars aiming to rediscover the “universal language” – the pre-Babel tongue where 

form and meaning were perfectly aligned. John Wilkins, a founder of the Royal Society, 

produced one of the most complete systems of language that related forms closely to meanings, a 

system exemplifying relative iconicity10. Wilkins’ language, entertainingly depicted in Eco’s4 

treatise, formed a hierarchy of categories of increasing specificity, with each category and 

subcategory indicated by a particular letter. For instance, in Wilkins’ system, plants begin with 

the letter “g”, and animals with the letter “z”. Then, for the subcategories of animals, exanguious 

animals begin with “zα”, fish begin with “za”, birds with “ze”, and beasts with “zi”. For further 



subcategories, additional letters are appended. Such a language would clearly result in much 

inheritance of information across words. So, on encountering a new word, the general meaning 

could be determined based on its form. 

However, computational modelling and experimental studies of vocabulary acquisition 

have suggested that arbitrariness may, contrary to initial expectations, actually result in a 

learning advantage. In a series of connectionist computational models, that learned to map 

phonological forms of words onto meaning through an associative learning mechanism, Gasser11 

demonstrated that, as the size of the vocabulary increased, arbitrariness in the mappings between 

inputs and outputs of the model resulted in better learning. This result was interpreted as being 

due to greater flexibility in the interleaving of new items into an already learned set of mappings. 

For systematic sound-meaning mappings, the resources assigned to the new word are recruited 

from those already assigned to mapping between similar words, whereas for arbitrary mappings, 

the resources for learning the new word can be drawn from anywhere in the system. For an 

associative learning system, learning to form a mapping can be similar to discovering the 

principal components from the input-output pairings12. For systematic mappings, the set of 

mappings can be effectively described with a single component, and space on this component 

can become crowded. For arbitrary mappings, a separate component is required for every 

mapping individually, reducing the possibilities for interference between words represented by 

distinct components. 

In a series of experimental and computational studies, Monaghan, Christiansen and 

Fitneva13 demonstrated that for learning novel words, arbitrariness in the sound-meaning 

mapping was advantageous compared with a vocabulary with a systematic form-meaning 

mapping. However, this advantage was only prominent when an additional contextual cue was 



provided for the learner within the language, either in the form of co-occurrence with a word that 

related to the general categorical meaning of the word, or in terms of a morphological feature 

that related to category. For instance, in this contextual cue condition, utterances comprised a 

marker word (either “weh”, which always occurred when the referent was an object or “muh” 

which always occurred when the referent was an action) along with a referring word (e.g., 

“paab”), which was heard simultaneously with viewing a picture referent. Arbitrariness or 

systematicity was carried in the relationships between the sounds of the referring words and the 

category distinction between objects and actions in the set of referents. Without the marker word 

(“weh” or “muh”), learning was not advantageous in the arbitrary condition. In the same study, 

the computational studies were connectionist models that implemented an associative learning 

mechanism in order to learn to map form onto meaning representations, either with or without 

context. Again, when context was present the arbitrary mapping was optimal for learning. 

Analysis of the computational model’s solution to the mapping demonstrated that arbitrariness 

permits maximising of the potential information in the learning situation, resulting in effective 

mapping to be achieved. In the systematic condition, words with similar sounds occurred in 

similar contexts, reducing distinctiveness in the environment for identifying the intended 

referent, and resulting in less effective mappings to be formed. These effects were precisely in 

line with Wilkin’s own errors in transcription whereby closely related words suffered 

mislabelling: Eco notes that Gade (barley) was written in place of Gape (tulip) in Wilkins’ 

Essay4.  

In contrast to the view of the arbitrariness of the sign, there are a growing number of 

corpus analyses and behavioural studies that demonstrate some systematicity in spoken language. 

For some features of meaning, such as vowel quality relating to size, the sound-symbolic 



properties are language-universal6,7,9; for instance, the nonwords “mil” and “mal” are typically 

understood to express small and large, respectively, across cultures. High and low vowel 

contrasts, exemplified by the i/a distinction, have also been shown to occur in small/large 

expressives, respectively, across most, if not all, languages14. There are also numerous language-

specific properties, such as phonoaesthemes that refer to clusters of phonemes relating to specific 

meanings. For example, in English, words associated with the nose and its functions tend to 

begin with sn-, or words referring to light often begin with gl-6. Preferences for certain sound-

meaning relationships, have been demonstrated to affect learning of novel adjectives15, verbs16,17, 

nouns18,19, and mixes thereof20 though these studies generally test a forced choice between two 

alternatives. When the semantic distinction is not immediately available, as in a forced-choice 

test between two objects from different categories, then learning is less evident but still present 

under some learning conditions21. 

Sound symbolism has been proposed to be vitally important for language acquisition 

because inherent properties of meaning in sound would enable children to discover that words 

refer to the world around them. Sound-symbolic words not only represent their meaning, but can 

literally incorporate the senses to which they refer within the sound, as in onomatopoeia. This 

mechanism could facilitate acquisition not only of particular sound-meaning mappings, but also 

the knowledge that there are mappings between sounds and meaning8. Such preferences for 

certain sound-meaning mappings have now been shown for young children. For instance, there 

are numerous studies with adults demonstrating that nonsense words such as bouba and kiki are 

found to reliably relate to rounded and angular objects, respectively (see Monaghan et al.21 for 

review). However, Ozturk, Krehm and Vouloumanos22 demonstrated that 4 month old children 

have a similar preference, indicating that substantial knowledge about language is not required in 



order to form these preferences. Similarly, Walker, Bremner, Mason, Spring, Mattock, Slater and 

Johnson23 showed that 3- to 4-month old infants were able to form cross-modal correspondences 

between spatial height and angularity with auditory pitch, demonstrating that cross-modal 

correspondence preferences can precede substantial language learning rather than being a 

consequence of the fact that a particular language instantiates these correspondences24.  

Yet, we have seen that systematicity in sound-meaning mappings in the vocabulary 

comes at a cost in terms of reducing the distinctiveness of words that have similar meanings, 

potentially increasing confusion over intended meaning9,13. So, given this tension between the 

linguistic convention of arbitrariness and the growing body of studies demonstrating sound 

symbolism in language and its proposed importance for early language acquisition, the long-

standing question remains open as to how arbitrary language actually is. Are the observed 

systematic clusters, such as phonoaesthemes, merely a “negligible fraction” of the lexicon25, or is 

systematicity a more substantial feature of spoken language? This is an important question to 

address because it provides insight not only into the properties of the vocabulary that support 

acquisition and processing, but also more generally into the manner in which mappings between 

representations are constructed in the brain. There is evidence that systematicity in mappings 

between sensory regions of the cortex may be more efficient26, consequently, there is potentially 

a balance to find between implementational constraints in the brain with potential advantages of 

arbitrariness for communicative efficiency. We return to this point in the Discussion.  

To our knowledge, there are three previous published studies that have developed a 

measure of the properties of sound meaning mappings present in natural language. Tamariz27 

investigated subsamples of Spanish vocabulary, relating distances in sound space to distances in 

meaning space, where meanings were derived from the contextual occurrence of words28. For 



carefully selected subsets of Spanish words, she demonstrated that the relationship between 

sound and meaning contained a small degree of systematicity, particularly in the relationship 

between consonants and categories of meaning. Otis and Sagi29 examined the relationships 

between sets of letters and meaning for phonaesthemes, where meanings were derived from 

Infomap30, a variant of latent semantic analysis31. They focused on sets of phonoaesthemes 

proposed in the literature32, which formed statistically significant clusters of related meanings. 

They found that, of 46 phonaesthemes proposed by Hutchins32 as present in the English 

language, 27 were statistically significant clusters, including sn- and gl-. Third, a study33 of a 

small sample of the most frequent monomorphemic words of English resulted in an estimate of 

sound symbolism and found results consistent with those of Tamariz27. 

However, there has as yet been no comprehensive analysis of the relationships between 

form and meaning for a large-scale representative vocabulary. The first aim of this study was to 

determine the properties of the form-meaning mapping for a broad and representative set of 

words in English. Previous studies have focused on a single measure of sound and of meaning, 

and have assessed only subsamples of the vocabulary. We sampled all the monosyllabic words in 

English for the analyses. Monosyllabic words constitute 70.9% of all word uses in English34, and 

so confining analyses to just these words is a reasonable approximation to the whole vocabulary. 

To ensure that the limitation to monosyllabic words did not adversely affect the results, we also 

gathered a corpus of all monomorphemic words of all lengths (we refer to this in the following as 

polysyllabic). However, we assume that language processing and language acquisition are 

influenced by the frequency with which words occur in the linguistic environment, and so 

caution must be taken to ensure that the many long multisyllabic words that occur very rarely in 

language35 do not skew the results towards a non-representative subsample of the vocabulary. 



Furthermore, the current study examines the robustness of the observed sound-meaning mapping 

to different representations of sound and meaning, to ensure that estimates of systematicity or 

arbitrariness of the vocabulary are not prone to a particular interpretation of sound or meaning 

similarity.  

The second aim of the study was to examine the contribution of individual words to the 

overall system of form-meaning mappings. This enables us to determine whether the relationship 

between form and meaning in the vocabulary is due to small clusters of words that are related or 

unrelated across form and meaning representations, or whether the properties of the mapping are 

generalizable across the whole vocabulary. Furthermore, it means that the relationship between 

an individual word’s systematicity and its psycholinguistic properties can also be measured. In 

particular, we related systematicity at the word level to the age at which a word is learned. If 

sound symbolism is critical for language acquisition, then we would expect to see enhanced 

systematicity for the words that children first acquire. 

 

Method 

Materials 

Corpus preparation. We took all the English monosyllabic words from the CELEX 

database32. We also extracted all the monomorphemic words from the CELEX database in 

preparation for the polysyllabic analyses. To ensure that the measure of sound-meaning 

systematicity in the vocabulary was not due to the particular representation of sound or meaning, 

we computed several measures of sound and meaning similarity. 



For sound similarity, we tested the three alternative approaches following Monaghan, 

Christiansen, Farmer, and Fitneva36. Testing multiple sound measures is important in order to 

ensure that apparent relationships between sound and meaning are not due to particular types of 

representation of sound similarity. First, each phoneme in the word was converted to a 

phonological feature representation37, and then the sound similarity between each pair of words 

was determined to be the minimum number of phonological features changes required to convert 

one word to the other (phoneme feature edit distance). This measure closely corresponds to 

psycholinguistic measures of sound similarity38,39. The second sound similarity measure was 

optimal string alignment Damerau-Levenshtein distance over phonemes40, where sound 

similarity is the number of phoneme changes required to convert one word to the other (phoneme 

edit distance). The third measure was the Euclidean distance between phonological feature 

representations of words (phoneme feature Euclidean distance). In the results, we first report 

similarity based on the phoneme feature edit distance, before indicating whether the effects are 

robust to different sound similarity measures. 

For meaning similarity, we constructed two representations of meaning. The first was 

based on contextual co-occurrence vectors28 which were generated by counting words appearing 

within a +/-3 word window with each of 446 context words in the British National Corpus41. 

Words with similar meaning tend to have similar usage, which is in turn reflected in terms of 

similar co-occurrence vectors30,31. As with the sound distance measures, an additional measure of 

meaning was used. This was in order to ensure that relationships between sound and meaning did 

not depend on a particular choice of one of the representations. For instance, it could be the case 

that words used in similar contexts tend to have similar (or distinct) sounds because some 

processing constraint on production encourages (or prohibits) similar sounding words occurring 



close together in utterances. Hence, the second meaning representation was based on semantic 

features derived from WordNet, which reflected groupings of words according to hierarchical 

relations and grammatical properties37. Both types of meaning representation reflect behavioural 

responses to semantic similarity between words as measured through free associations and 

semantic priming studies28, though to varying degrees42. For each type of meaning 

representation, meaning similarity was 1-cosine distance between the representations for each 

word pair, such that small distances indicate similar meanings. In the results, we first report the 

meaning similarity measure based on contextual co-occurrence vectors. The semantic feature 

representation was not available for the monomorphemic polysyllabic words because it was 

derived only for monosyllabic words. 

There were 5138 monosyllabic words with both cooccurrence and feature-based semantic 

representations. However, this vocabulary set contained both simple and complex morphological 

forms; inflectional and derivational morphology both express systematic sound to grammatical 

category relations that reflect semantic aspects of words43. In order to remove the contribution of 

morphology to the systematicity of the vocabulary, we derived the subset of word lemmas, which 

omitted morphologically inflected forms (e.g., cat but not cats was included), n = 3203, and also 

monomorphemes (e.g., warm but not warmth was included), n = 2572, which omitted all 

complex morphological and compound forms, based on CELEX classifications. The polysyllabic 

monomorphemic set of words, with contextual co-occurrence vectors, comprised 5604 words. 

One potential source of sound-meaning systematicity in the vocabulary is due to 

etymology; word variants with the same historical meaning may consequently have similar 

phonological forms44. For instance, for the phonaestheme gl-, glass, gleam, glitter, glisten, and 

glow, are all proposed to derive from Proto-Indo-European root *ghel-, meaning “to shine, 



glitter, glow, be warm.”45 Less distantly, gleam, glimmer, and glimpse are proposed to derive 

from the Old English root *glim-, meaning “to glow, shine.”46 We consulted etymological 

entries45,46 for each of the monosyllabic monomorphemic words. Words with proposed common 

roots in one or more of Old English, Old French, Old Norse, Greek, Latin, Proto-Germanic, or 

Proto-Indo-European were omitted. There were 2572 monomorphemic words with etymology 

entries, of which 1732 words had no listed common origins, which were assessed to determine 

systematicity of the vocabulary independent of proposed common origins of words. 

Psycholinguistic properties. For each monomorphemic word, we determined the age at 

which words are acquired by consulting age of acquisition ratings from Kuperman, Stadthagen-

Gonzalez, and Brysbaert47. In order to assess the role of age of acquisition it is important to 

control for a set of other psycholinguistic variables, which may be correlated with age of 

acquisition. We generated measures of log-frequency, orthographic similarity (neighbourhood 

size, based on Coltheart’s N40), and word length from CELEX34. A word’s neighbourhood is 

defined as the number of other words in the vocabulary that are generated by changing one letter 

of the target word, and is a predictor of speed and accuracy of word retrieval48. All 

psycholinguistic variables were available for 2787 words. 

 

Procedure 

Testing form-meaning mappings. To test the relationship between sound-meaning mappings, 

for every word pair measures of sound and meaning similarity were computed, resulting in (5138 

x 5137)/2 distinct pairs of distances. To determine the relationship between sound and meaning 

for the entire set of words, the correlation between these pairs was measured. Note that this 

calculation assesses the relative iconicity of words. Figure 1 illustrates the cross-correlation 



between distances within the sound space and within the meaning space. A positive value 

indicates that distances in sound space are related to distances in meaning space, values close to 

zero indicate that distances in sound and meaning are not related, i.e., arbitrary. In order to 

determine whether the correlation between sound and meaning is significant, we applied the 

Mantel test49, where every words’ meaning was randomly reassigned, then the correlations 

between sound and randomised meaning was computed, with 10,000 random reassignments of 

words’ meanings. The position in this distribution of the correlation resulting from the sound 

meaning mappings in the actual language against the correlations from random reassignments, in 

a Monte-Carlo test, indicates the significance of the systematicity or arbitrariness of the 

vocabulary. 

 Mantel tests were conducted for each of the sound and meaning distance measures, for all 

words, word lemmas, monomorphemes, and monomorphemic words with no common 

etymology.  

Testing arbitrariness of individual words. In order to determine the contribution of each word 

to the overall systematicity or arbitrariness of the language, we computed each word’s individual 

systematicity. For each target word, it was omitted from the set of pairs of sound and meaning 

distances, and the correlation of the vocabulary with this word omitted was then reassessed. The 

size and direction of change in the new correlation against the original correlation including the 

target word was then recorded. Positive values indicate the omitted word contributed to 

systematicity of the vocabulary, negative values demonstrate that the word was arbitrary in terms 

of its sound-meaning mapping. 

 

Results 



Correlations between sound and meaning 

The results for the Mantel tests of sound-meaning mappings for the phoneme feature edit 

distance measure for sound and the contextual co-occurrence measure for meaning are shown in 

Figure 2. For all words, we found that the English vocabulary was more systematic than 

expected by chance, p < .0001, though the amount of variance explained was very small (r2 < 

.002). For the word lemmas – that is, considering words with no derivational or inflectional 

morphology – the results were similar, p < .0001. Analysing the monomorphemic word set, i.e., 

removing all morphology from the words, again did not change the results – word roots were 

more systematic than expected by chance, p < .0001. Finally, for the analyses of words with no 

common etymology, the results again supported systematicity in sound-meaning mappings, p = 

.0002: only one of the randomized rearrangements of meaning distances resulted in a higher 

correlation than the actual word set. 

We next tested the various combinations of sound distance and meaning distance 

measures to ensure that the results were generalizable across these different ways to determine 

similarity. The results for each word set are shown in Table 1. The results were similar: for the 

co-occurrence semantic similarity and each phonological similarity measure, there was greater 

than chance systematicity, explaining small amounts of variance in the vocabulary. For the 

semantic feature similarity measure, the results were again similar for all phonological similarity 

measures and for all word sets, with the exception of the words with no common etymology, 

where the relationship was found to be marginally significant. 

In order to determine the generality of the effects to polysyllabic words, we repeated the 

analyses on the 5604 monomorphemic polysyllabic word set. The results supported the original 

monosyllabic analyses: For the phoneme feature edit measure, r = .009, p = .005, for the 



phoneme edit measure, r = .016, p = .0160, and for the Euclidean distance measure, r = 0.012, p 

= .0018. 

Arbitrariness of individual words 

In order to assess the distribution of systematicity across the vocabulary, we measured the 

systematicity of individual words in the language by determining whether omitting each word 

increased or decreased the correlation between sound and meaning for the whole vocabulary. 

The landscape of systematicity and arbitrariness of individual words is shown in Figure 3, which 

shows the systematicity of the sound space of words. The plot projects the relative position of 

monomorphemic words according to their sound similarity onto a two-dimensional plane using 

multiple dimensional scaling, with the systematicity of each word on the vertical axis, and the 

landscape was then smoothed using linear interpolation. As illustrated, the vocabulary indicates 

both peaks of sound-symbolism as well as troughs of arbitrariness. 

In order to determine the properties of this landscape, we examined whether the overall 

systematicity of the vocabulary is driven by small pockets of sound symbolism, or whether it is a 

general characteristic of the entire set of words. If the systematicity of the vocabulary is confined 

to, and driven by, a small set of clusters – illustrated in the peaks of Figure 3 – then the 

distribution of systematicity should exhibit divergence from the distribution of individual words’ 

systematicity when words’ meanings are randomly reassigned, as in the randomisation for the 

Mantel test in the previous section. Alternatively, if systematicity is due to the distribution across 

the whole vocabulary, then the distribution should not diverge from a randomised distribution. 

Note that any distribution of systematicity across the whole vocabulary would result in peaks and 

troughs, but the issue is whether these peaks and troughs differ from that expected from the 

general distribution.  



We assessed the distribution of peaks and troughs across the space by comparing the 

distribution of systematicity to 1,000 distributions resulting from randomly reassigning the 

meaning representations of words and determining the systematicity of each word following this 

randomisation. If systematicity of the whole vocabulary is a consequence of a few small pockets 

of sound symbolism then the actual distribution of systematic words should be significantly 

different than the distribution resulting from randomised distributions. Figure 4 shows the 

probability density function distribution of the systematicity values for the set of 

monomorphemic words, indicating that it lies within the range of the set of randomised 

distributions. We conducted Wilcoxon signed rank tests comparing the distribution of 

systematicity of actual words against each of the randomisations. None were significantly 

different than chance with Bonferroni correction, minimum p = .2. Thus, the apparent peaks (and 

troughs) of sound symbolism in the vocabulary are anticipated from the distribution of 

systematicity across the whole vocabulary. Therefore the observed systematicity of the 

vocabulary is not a consequence only of small pockets of sound symbolism, but is rather a 

feature of the mappings from sound to meaning across the vocabulary as a whole. 

Finally, we determined whether systematicity is differently expressed in the vocabulary 

across stages of language development. If sound symbolism is critical for language 

acquisition8,50, then we would predict greater systematicity for words that are implicated in early 

language acquisition than those related to later language use. We related each individual 

monomorphemic word’s systematicity to the estimated age that it was acquired, controlling for 

other psycholinguistic variables47 using multiple linear regression. For these other 

psycholinguistic variables, there was no significant effect of log-frequency, β = -.046, t = -1.864, 

p = .063, orthographic length, β = -.025, t = .872, p = .383, or phonological length, β = .003, t = 



.122, p = .903, and there was a small effect of orthographic similarity, β = .054, t = 2.081, p = 

.038. Critically, for age of acquisition, we found that early acquired words contributed more to 

systematicity than late acquired words, β = -.075, t(2781) = -3.022, p = .003. Figure 5 illustrates 

the mean systematicity for words binned into age of acquisition years from age 2 to 13 and older 

(note that words are not reliably judged to be acquired before 2 years old). The significant effect 

in the regression analysis is due to sound symbolism being more available during early stages of 

language acquisition, whereas arbitrariness is dominant within the developed adult vocabulary. 

The effect of age of acquisition relating to systematicity of words was robust over analyses using 

all words, word lemmas, words with no common etymology, and applying the different measures 

of sound and meaning similarity. 

One possible driver of the age of acquisition results is the different distribution of nouns 

and verbs at different stages of language acquisition – a large proportion of early acquired words 

are nouns. If nouns are more systematic than verbs then part of speech may be the source of the 

age of acquisition effect rather than systematicity being an inherent and independent property of 

early acquired words generally. In order to control for this we determined for the monosyllabic 

monomorphemes whether the word was a noun or a verb (in terms of most frequent usage in 

CELEX), if the word was from another category we omitted it from the analyses. This resulted in 

2252 nouns and 329 verbs. Whether the word was a noun or verb was entered as an additional 

predictor variable into the regression analysis. This resulted in a significant effect of phoneme 

length, β = .057, t = 2.261, p = .024, a significant effect of orthographic similarity, β = .056, t = 

2.035, p = .042, and a significant effect of age of acquisition, β = -.086, t = -3.30, p = .001. No 

other variables were significant. This indicates that the age of acquisition effects are robust and 

not due to effects of grammatical category. 



The advantage of considering all words simultaneously is that they can be assessed 

against the same distribution of form-meaning mappings and thus can be directly compared for 

the arbitrariness or systematicity present in vocabulary at different stages of language 

acquisition. However, using this method the systematicity measure for the early acquired words 

is determined by comparison to the whole vocabulary. To establish whether systematicity is 

present in the early acquired words only for those words that children acquire first, we measured 

the sound-meaning mapping amongst the 300 monomorphemic monosyllabic words that children 

acquire up to the age of 4 years old. For co-occurrence vector semantic similarity and phoneme 

feature edit distance similarity (other similarity measures result in similar effects), the mapping 

was systematic, r = .045, p = .0442. 

 

Discussion 

We have shown that the sound-meaning mapping is not entirely arbitrary, but that 

systematicity is more pronounced in early language acquisition than in later vocabulary 

development. This seems to conflict with the “design feature” and Saussurian view of the 

arbitrariness of the sign1,2, the dominant view throughout the last century of language science, 

which contends that form-meaning mappings are arbitrary. Some systematicity may be 

anticipated from the morphological structure of the vocabulary – we know that derivational and 

inflectional morphology carries information about words’ usage and can indicate certain features 

of meaning43, such as the distinction between nouns and verbs, or the tense of the action being 

described, or the relationship between the length of morpheme and the quantity implied by 

comparatives and superlatives (e.g., long, longer, longest)51. However, even for the 

monomorphemic words, when morphology was not exerting an influence on the sound-meaning 



mappings, the vocabulary is more systematic than expected by chance. Furthermore, we have 

demonstrated that the observed systematicity is also not due to common historical roots for 

words. For monomorphemic words with no shared etymological origin there is greater 

systematicity than expected by chance. 

The analyses of the landscape of the form-meaning mappings demonstrated that 

systematicity in the vocabulary is not a consequence of small clusters of sound symbolism, 

rather, it is a general property of the whole language. Systematicity, then, is not a consequence of 

small exceptional clusters of form-meaning correlation, which could indicate that the structure of 

the vocabulary is affected or has been altered by specific isolated features of sound relating to 

meaning. Instead, the general property of systematicity indicates that the vocabulary is more 

likely to be configured by principles that apply across the whole language. 

 Crucially, the presence of systematicity of form-meaning mappings varies across the 

vocabulary. For words that feature early in language acquisition, systematicity is prominent, but 

for later acquired words, the form-meaning mappings reveal increasing arbitrariness. The 

enhanced systematicity for the early vocabulary supports views that systematicity is useful for 

language acquisition15,16,17,18,52. Systematicity promotes understanding of the communicative 

function of language early in development, as the form provides information to the learner about 

the meaning, potentially enabling the child to learn that words have referents. The corpus 

analyses we have conducted are entirely consistent with views that sound symbolism may be 

necessary for bootstrapping word learning. The greater systematicity for early acquired words is 

also consistent with studies that have demonstrated that, under certain conditions, and for small 

sets of words, sound symbolism facilitates identification of the actual referent associated with the 



spoken word6,8, and also studies of form-meaning mappings in sign languages, where iconicity 

improves acquisition53. 

 Systematicity has been suggested to lie at the origins of language. Ramachandran and 

Hubbard7 proposed that non-arbitrary preferences across modalities – such as between visual 

appearances of objects and certain sounds or shapes of the mouth (as in the example of the 

sounds bouba and kiki relating to rounded and angular objects, respectively) – became 

conventionalised in human communication. Though any one cross-modal preference may have 

been too weak to propagate a proto-language, multiple cross-modal correspondences could have 

interacted to create a system where spoken sounds communicated the intended referent (see also 

Cuskley and Kirby44 for discussion of cross-modal processes and language evolution). 

The systematicity of early language also accords with the ontogenesis of topographic 

maps in the neocortex26, where similar stimuli are encoded in close cortical space54. 

Computational models of cortical topography demonstrates that it is more efficient to encode 

cross-modal correspondences that exploit the topography within each modality55,56  

Representations that activate regions that are close together in one sensory cortical area can be 

mapped onto close regions in another sensory cortex with less white matter than mappings that 

do not reflect areal topography. Hence, there are pressures within the neural substrate toward 

forging systematic mappings between modalities. It may be that this mechanism for 

systematicity accounts for how sound symbolism may come to be expressed in language – if 

encouraged to generate a novel word for a concept, a similar sounding word would respect cross-

modal constraints. Similarly, the same mechanism may well explain how systematicity can 

initially promote learning mappings between sound and meaning, as is observed in words that 

occur in early language acquisition8. 



Yet, systematicity comes at a cost in terms of efficiency of information transmission5, 

because it reduces the distinctiveness available within the sounds of words used to refer to 

similar sensory experiences. This apparent tension appears to be addressed within the vocabulary 

by reducing systematicity as the vocabulary increases – for words acquired between ages 2 and 6 

the vocabulary is systematic, after this age, the vocabulary is more arbitrary, with most 

arbitrariness observed for words acquired at age 13 and older. For the child with a small 

vocabulary, ensuring distinctiveness amongst a smaller set of words is less critical because the 

distribution of the set of words entails that distinctions in meaning are likely to be greater. In the 

contextual co-occurrence vectors, this difference is evident. For words acquired age up to 3 years 

of age, mean cosine distance between meaning vectors is .224 (SD = .099), whereas the distance 

between vectors for words acquired from age 3 upwards is .116 (SD = .071), which is 

significantly different, t = 44.996, p < .001. This has the consequence that systematicity in form-

meaning mappings can be tolerated because fine discriminations between the meanings of words 

do not have to be discerned from only on the phonological form of the word. This result is not a 

trivial consequence of comparing a smaller and a larger vocabulary, because it could have been 

the case that earlier acquired words densely occupied a smaller region of the possible meaning 

space57, in which case meaning distinctiveness would not differentiate first acquired words 

compared to the entire vocabulary.  

The increased arbitrariness for later acquired words assists the mature language user in 

determining nuanced distinctions in meaning, as arbitrariness maximises the information 

available in the communicative discourse11,13, especially important when distinctions between 

meanings, in terms of contextual information, are less available. This arbitrariness of the later 

acquired words is also important in establishing that the results are not just due to increasing 



levels of noise in the semantic representations for later, more complex, potentially lower 

frequency words. If the later acquired words effects were merely due to increasing noise then the 

systematicity of the words would decline to chance level, whereas in fact the systematicity 

polarises to below chance level, thus indicating that these representations are carrying important 

information complementary to the early acquired words. 

The results are also consistent with a number of other observations about the relationship 

between meaning and communicative distinctiveness. When nuanced distinctions are not so 

critical, as is the case for certain circumscribed sets of words in the vocabulary, such as 

expressives9 (where identifying the difference between, for instance, gigantic and ginormous is 

not absolutely essential for communicative effectiveness), then systematicity appears to be more 

tolerated in the language. Consequently, expressives seem to be one of the very few language 

universal properties where systematicity is observed14,58. Relatedly, and in addition to the 

systematicity observed in monomorphemic words, morphology provides an additional source of 

systematicity in form-meaning mappings. Thus, ending in –ed, such as for mapped or learned, is 

a strong indicator that the word is a verb and that it refers to an event that is past, whereas ending 

in –er is a strong indicator of a noun (as in mapper, learner). This systematicity is likely to be 

advantageous because it provides information about the general category of the word, rather than 

at the level of the individual word43,59. For mapping from form onto such category levels, 

systematicity in the spoken word is beneficial21,60, but for the more specific task of individuating 

words’ meanings, arbitrariness is advantageous, at least for larger vocabularies13. For both 

categorisation and individuation, division of labour within the structure of the word may be 

beneficial13,27,61. 



The greater systematicity for early acquired words is consistent with computational 

models that demonstrate that pressures from vocabulary size prohibit systematicity. Gasser 

reported that the arbitrariness advantage for mappings between form and meaning was only 

observed in his computational model when the vocabulary exceeded a certain size, where the 

precise size was dependent on the distinctiveness available in the signal11. Thus, whilst the 

vocabulary is small, as in early stages of acquisition, there is no pressure against systematicity in 

the mappings. Only when the vocabulary is larger is arbitrariness required for efficient learning. 

In spoken language, the issue of distinctiveness is closely related to arbitrariness, because 

the dimensions available to create variation in the signal are limited to sequences of sounds, 

expressed in segmental and prosodic phonology62. Hence, it is not possible to ensure that words 

with similar meanings have distinct sounds without simultaneously introducing divergence 

between form and meaning. In spoken language, there is thus a conflation between absolute and 

relative iconicity. However, in sign languages, distinctiveness can be distinguished from 

arbitrariness due to several properties. First, in sign languages the number of dimensions 

available to form distinctiveness may potentially be much greater63, and the aspect of the sign 

that can relate to meaning for each word can vary accordingly. British Sign Language, for 

instance, expresses signs (at least) in terms of initial hand shapes and positions, hand shape 

changes, hand movements, as well as facial expression. Second, the sign can relate to various 

visual properties of the referent, using any of the phonological features of the sign (hand 

shape/position, hand shape changes/movements). In contrast, in spoken language, iconic 

relationships can only occur between the sound of the word and sound properties of the referent 

– a much more restricted set. Third, the dimensions in the sign can be expressed simultaneously, 

meaning that the dimensions can add to distinctiveness because they are processed in parallel. In 



contrast, in spoken language, the sequential nature of speech production and processing requires 

that distinctiveness be available early in the word, again meaning that systematicity in spoken 

language would result in a greater reduction in distinctiveness than in sign language. Thus, 

absolute iconicity between form and meaning can be accommodated in sign language without 

compromising distinctiveness, and potentially also without also introducing relative iconicity in 

the mappings, because independent aspects of the signal can be varied to maximise 

distinctiveness but also to permit iconic relationships between sign and meaning. 

Consider, for instance, the sign for cat and the sign for dog in British Sign Language and 

in spoken English. The sign for cat has initial hand configuration as open with fingers apart and 

slightly bent, with starting position of the hands at each side of the face, and then short 

movement of the hands outwards. The sign for dog has initial hand configured as index and 

middle fingers of each hand extended and pointing downwards. Starting hand position is in front 

of the body, and then short movements up and down. Dog and cat have some similarities in 

terms of meaning – they could occur in similar contexts in discussions about household pets – 

yet the signs are distinct in each of the expressed dimensions, with different salient features of 

each animal iconically represented in the sign – for the cat it is the appearance of the whiskers, 

for the dog it is its behaviour reminiscent of begging. In contrast, in spoken English, the 

distinction is expressed in terms of different consonants and vowels, none of which are 

transparently iconically related to the animal. Reflecting properties of the referent in spoken 

forms of these words would necessitate reducing the distinctiveness in the sounds of the words – 

sound similarity can only be accomplished by changing the same signal dimensions as is used to 

ensure distinctiveness. Increasing the dimensions by which signs can be distinguished means that 

arbitrariness would not be required until a substantially larger vocabulary is required. Such 



general principles are consistent with observations that speakers maintain a steady rate of 

information when communicating, where the interplay between the word’s context and the sound 

of the word itself remains stable64,65. 

 

Conclusion 

Over 2300 years ago, Plato reported the dialogue between Hermogenes and Cratylus over 

whether the nature of a word resides in its form, or whether the word is arbitrarily related to its 

meaning5. This debate can now be resolved with a classic dialectic synthesis: they are both right, 

but for different regions of the vocabulary. The structure of the vocabulary serves both to 

promote language acquisition through sound symbolism6,7,8 as well as to facilitate efficient 

communication in later language through arbitrariness maximising the information present in the 

speech signal9,13. 
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Table 

Table 1. Correlations between different implementations of measures of sound similarity and 

meaning similarity for each word set. 

Word Set Meaning Similarity 

Measure 

Sound Similarity 

Measure 

r Mantel test,   

p = 

Word Forms Co-occurrence Phoneme Feature Edit .035 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .035 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .028 .0001 

 Feature Phoneme Feature Edit .033 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .016 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .014 .0001 

Word Lemmas Co-occurrence Phoneme Feature Edit .031 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .032 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .028 .0001 

 Feature Phoneme Feature Edit .015 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .016 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .012 .0033 

Monomorphemes Co-occurrence Phoneme Feature Edit .034 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .036 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .031 .0001 

 Feature Phoneme Feature Edit .011 .0001 

  Phoneme Edit .011 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .008 .0001 

Etymology Co-occurrence Phoneme Feature Edit .035 .0002 

  Phoneme Edit .044 .0001 

  Euclidean Distance .030 .0010 

 Feature Phoneme Feature Edit .008 .0654 



  Phoneme Edit .009 .0548 

  Euclidean Distance .008 .0716 

 

 

 

 
  



Figure Legends 



Figure 1. Example of correlating distances in the sound and meaning spaces. Points indicate 

sound and meaning representations of words, P(x,y) and S(x,y) indicate distances in sound and 

meaning spaces, respectively, between words x and y. Only 4 of the 5138 words are indicated, 

and distances only from the word “dog” are shown. Correlations are performed by pairing 

P(dog,cat) with S(dog,cat), P(dog, gear) with S(dog, gear), etc. 

Figure 2. Correlation between sound and meaning (  ), against distribution of 10,000 

randomised sound-meaning mappings, for all words, lemmas, monomorphemes, and words with 

no proposed common etymology. Distribution shows mean (-), first and third quartile (box) and 

range (bars) of randomised mappings. Positive values for correlation indicate a systematic 

relationship between sound and meaning. 

Figure 3. Systematicity and arbitrariness of the sound space for monomorphemic words. Positive 

peaks indicate “sound symbolic” regions, negative peaks indicate decorrelated, arbitrary sound-

meaning regions of the vocabulary.  

Figure 4. Probability density distribution of words’ systematicity (negative: word is arbitrary, 

positive: word is systematic) for actual vocabulary (solid line) and 1000 randomisations (grey 

shading) indicating that the landscape of peaks and troughs are consistent with general 

distribution of systematicity over the whole vocabulary rather than driven by peaks of 

systematicity. 

Figure 5. Systematicity by age of acquisition. Mean and standard error for systematicity of 

words binned by each year of age of acquisition, indicating that words acquired early tend to be 

more systematic. 
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